DES Innovation Hub
11:40 URBAN MOBILITY pitch session
EUROCYBCAR & Grupo Cybentia
EUROCYBCAR -EUROpean CYBersecurity test for CARs- will be the first European tests
programme that checks the vehicle level of cybersecurity, based in two parameters: on one
side, data privacy of people travelling inside a vehicle; on the other,
potential malfunctions coming from cyberattacks that can have an impact
in the most important thing, people´s life.
Speaker: Azuzena Hernández Palmero, CEO
Web: https://eurocybcar.com/

LiveLink Motor
LiveLink is an eCall (emergency Call) device for motorbikes. The device is installed inside the
motorbike, during the running the devices analyze more than 300 data per second, if it notice
that an accident has suffered it calls automatically to emergency services.
Spearker: Beatriz Martín, COO
Web: www.livelinkmotor.com

WiTraC Comunicaciones Inteligentes
WiTraC has created a wireless real time location and tracking system (RTLS), based on Internet
of Things (IoT) and smart sensors, by having improved different wireless protocols (RFID,
Zigbee, LoRa, M2M, and others). Their technology is smart for being all wireless, multiprotocol, multi-sensor, multi-platform, fast and easy (to implement, integrate and use), low
energy consumption, low cost and functional for both indoor and outdoor.
Speaker: pendiente
Web: www.witrac.es/en

12:00 TELCO, MEDIA & ENTERTAINMENT
YoDono
YoDono is a solidarity and collaborative economy social network that offers services such as
crowdfunding for individuals, entrepreneurs and NGOs, petitions for signatures and the
possibility of attracting both partners and volunteers for NGOs. The social network and
especially it’s crowdfunding are secured with the Blockchain
technology, offering total transparency, showing the traceability of the
donation and allowing the users to choose on the use made by the
recipient of their contribution.
Speaker: Iskren Dragomiror, CEO & CTO & Founder
Web: www.yodono.eu

Nektiu
The blockchain’s smart media platform solution is a powered decentralized digital content
platform NektiuTV to sell media content licenses without any middlemen
with the added security of Blockchain directly reaching thousands of
store owners.
Speaker: Alberto de Torres, CEO
Web: https://nektiutv.nektiu.com

VideoLean
We use our different technology products to eliminate the barrier of creating video for
companies.
Speaker: David Macías CEO
Web: https://videolean.com

12:40 CITIES & PUBLIC SECTOR Pitch sessions
Atomian
Provide a digital brain to all organizations, a cognitive knowledge base that allows exploring
the organization's data from natural language, as well as learning and
automating business processes. Their mission is to humanize the data,
give people the possibility of establishing a natural communication with
the information.
Speaker: Jorge de Juan, Marketing Director
Web: http://www.atomian.com

SheetGo
A cloud product that allows to automate workflows based on online spreadsheets, saving a lot
of manual work, unproductive time and making the data and processes
of teams, departments and companies, more reliable. It requires no
technical skills required so any user can create complex data workflows
in few clicks using the productivity tools they already know.
Speaker: Daniel Dancausa, Head of Admin and Finance
Web: https://www.sheetgo.com/

Auravant
It develops software as a service (SaaS) products that help farmers and agronomists monitor
their fields and perform precision agriculture. It uses satellite imagery as the main information
layer available immediately after logging in. The platform automatically performs all the
necessary processing, and feeds the user with information their fields.
Speaker: Lucía Arrúe, Project Manager
Web: https://www.auravant.com/

12:50 Tourism & Hospitality
EvoSocialSOFT
EvoPass is access control system by facial recognition.
Speaker: Antonio Alvarez Ramirez, CEO
Web: www.evosocialsoft.es

AdQuiver
Transforms Real Time Data into Intelligence and converts Intelligence into Direct Sales.
Implement Artificial Intelligence in the programmatic buying process, giving more intelligence
to the rest of digital channels as paid display, optimizing because of the
key insights shown from the behavioral and context data collected from
the users.
Speaker: Jorge Nuñez, Managing Director
Web: http://www.adquiver.com

Güelcom
It has developed the first online platform in which any hotel or tourist accommodation can
create and manage its own chatbot without programming knowledge, without technical
assistance and in a matter of minutes. The chatbot is able to answer and understand guests'
most frequently asked questions in multiple languages and to encourage direct booking and
increased accommodation reservations.
Speaker: María Romero, CEO & co-founder
Web: www.guelcom.net

13:30 Investors Session
Speaker: Roberto De Las Cruz
Company: Savile Capital

Speaker: Francisco Ramos
Company: FuturePlus

Speaker: Dario Villena
Company: Swanlaab

Speaker: Javier González Tovar
Company: Vigia Capital

15:20 Banking & Insurance
Carmentry (Sensorpark SL)
Carmetry exploits a patented technology that includes a series of algorithms that assess, in real
time, different data sources in order to introduce in the market new
disruptive car and motorbike insurances with policies of type “Usage
Based Insurance (UBI)” and “Pay How You Drive (PHYD or PAYD)”.
Speaker: David Úbeda, Co-founder & COO
Web: www.carmetry.com

Trioteca
Trioteca is the digital advisor that helps you to get your best mortgage in
Spain
Speaker: Ricard Garriga, CEO
Web: www.trioteca.com

Fundeen
Fundeen is the first Spanish crowdfunding platform that democratizes
the investment in renewable energy, allowing everyone to invest in
this kind of projects from as low as 500 €.
Speaker: Nacho Bautista, CEO & Co-founder
Web: www.fundeen.com

15:45 Digital Health
mDurance
mDurance is an advanced Physiotherapy and training. An innovative
digital health tool that streamlines the analysis of the electromyography
signal, allowing you to obtain a complete report on the state of your
patient's muscular health in less than 10 minutes.
Speaker: Ignacio Díaz, CEO & founder
Web: https://www.mdurance.eu/

Instead Technologies for Helping People
Instead Technologies, Ltd. is an innovative company that designs, develops and manufactures
products for neurorehabilitation as well as intelligent robotic-assisted tools to help disabled
people. Our ambition is to translate research into benefits for society.
Speaker: Eduardo Fernández
Web: http://www.instead-technologies.com/home/

Genetica Avanzada DNActive
Personalization of products and services based on the person's genetics
Speaker: María José de la Paz Gallardo
Web: www.dnactive.es

16:20 Industry 4.0
MUUITECH
Monitoring solutions focused on information systems, industrial and
production environments. It allows to combine IT and industrial
solutions from a single centralized platform highly flexible,
customizable and scalable.
Speaker: Víctor Calvo, CEO
Web: www.muutech.com

QUASAR
Quasar Science Resources, S.L.(QSR) is a team of highly qualified experts covering a wide
variety of backgrounds. Their areas of expertise cover scientific software development and
data reduction techniques, handling and exploitation of scientific databases, archive
engineering and data mining, computer systems engineering, including virtual machine
infrastructure, network, data storage and backup.
Speaker: pending
Web: https://quasarsr.com/

SIGMA Industrial Precision
Predictive maintenance platform that allows information to increase
availability and improve the performance of your industrial machinery.
Speaker: Patricio Sáez, CEO
Web: www.predictive-sigma.com

16:45 Energy & Utilities
Holoe Systems
They take the holography to a new level, designing and manufacturing
holographic optical components to offer solutions in different fields as
energy efficiency, consumer market and safety.
Speaker: Pedro Mas, CEO
Web: http://www.holoesystems.com/

16:50 Scale-up Story: Validated ID
Speaker: Pol Fañanás, CEO
Web: www.validated.com

17:20 Retail & Commerce & Logistics
GantaBI
A platform for data governance in passenger transport companies, freight
and logistics, which enables connections with more than 30 OEM up to
date but continuously growing, with different formats (structured and
unstructured) or different technologies (APIs, relational databases, file
systems, etc.).
Speaker: Javier Cañestro Caballero de España, Director & Founder
Web: www.gantabi.com

Svachat Technologies
A new Virtual Assistant equipped with Artificial Intelligence (AI)
accompanies the users in their purchase process while a Big Data
database management system (BD) allows to make available to the clients
useful information for the good making business decisions.
Speaker: Alejandro Fernández, CEO & founder
Web: www.svachat.com

Buy Yourself
An mPOS in every customer’s pocket. It allows them to buy at the stores
the products they want just by using their own smartphone, without
queueing up or going through a specific checkout area.
Speaker: Guillermo H. Villalón, Founder & CEO
Web: https://buyyourself.io

17:40 Wrap-up
Josep M Piqué, Executive President La Salle Technova Barcelona

